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Abstra t

Priva y ampli ation is the art of shrinking a partially se ret string Z to a highly se ret
key S . We introdu e a universally omposable se urity de nition for se ret keys in a ontext
where an adversary holds quantum information and show that priva y ampli ation by
two-universal hashing is se ure with respe t to this de nition. Additionally, we give an
asymptoti ally optimal lower bound on the length of the extra table key S in terms of the
adversary's (quantum) knowledge about Z .
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Introdu tion

Consider two parties having a ess to a ommon string Z about whi h an adversary might
have some partial information W . Priva y ampli ation is the art of transforming this partially
se ure string Z into a highly se ret key S by publi dis ussion. A good te hnique is to ompute
S as the output of a publi ly hosen two-universal hash fun tion1 F applied to Z . Indeed, it
has been shown [4, 3℄ that this method essentially allows to exploit the whole un ertainty of the
adversary about Z . For instan e, if both the initial string Z and the adversary's knowledge W
onsist of many independent and identi ally distributed parts, the number of extra table key
bits is asymptoti ally equal to the onditional Shannon entropy H (Z jW ).
The analysis of priva y ampli ation an be extended to a situation where the adversary
might hold quantum instead of only lassi al information about Z . It has been shown [11℄ that
two-universal hashing allows for the extra tion of a se ure key S whose length roughly equals
the di eren e between the entropy of Z and the number of qubits stored by the adversary. This
an be applied for proving the se urity of quantum key distribution proto ols where priva y
ampli ation is used for the lassi al post-pro essing of the (only partially se ure) raw key [7℄.
The ontribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we introdu e a new universally omposable
se urity de nition for lassi al se ret keys in the ontext of quantum adversaries. Roughly
speaking, a ryptographi s heme is said to be universally omposable if it remains se ure in any
 This work was partially supported by the Swiss National S ien e Foundation, proje t No. 20-66716.01.
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See Se tion 2.1 for a de nition of two-universal fun tions.
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arbitrary ontext ( f. Se tion 3). For a se ret key S , this means that S an be used as if it were
an independent and uniformly distributed string. We show that the key obtained by priva y
ampli ation using two-universal hash fun tions is se ure a ording to this se urity de nition
(Se tion 4). Sin e priva y ampli ation is applied in many quantum key distribution proto ols
to generate the nal key out of a raw key, universal omposability immediately arries over to
the se urity of quantum key distribution.
Se ond, we improve the lower bound on the length of the extra table key S given in [11℄. If
the initial string Z as well as the adversary's (quantum) knowledge onsists of n independent
pie es, the bound is asymptoti ally tight, for n approa hing in nity. In parti ular, for the ase
where the adversary holds purely lassi al information W , this reprodu es the lassi al result of
H (Z jW ) for the length of the extra table key ( f. Se tion 4.2).
2

Preliminaries

2.1 Random fun tions and two-universal fun tions

A random fun tion from X to Y is a random variable taking values from the set of fun tions
with domain X and range Y . A random fun tion F from X to Y is alled two-universal if
1
Pr[F (x) = F (x0)℄  jYj

holds for any distin t x; x0 2 X .2 In parti ular, F is two-universal if, for any distin t x; x0 2 X ,
the random variables F (x) and F (x0 ) are independent and uniformly distributed. For instan e,
the random fun tion hosen uniformly from the set of all fun tions from X to Y is two-universal.
Non-trivial examples of two-universal fun tions an, e.g., be found in [6℄ and [18℄.
2.2 Density operators and random states

Let H be a Hilbert spa e. We denote by S (H) the set of density operators on H, i.e., S (H) is
the set of positive operators  on H with tr() = 1. A density operator  2 S (H) is alled pure
if it has rank 1, i.e.,  = jihj for some ji 2 H.
Let ( ; P ) be a dis rete probability spa e. A random state  on H is a random variable with
range S (H), i.e., a fun tion from to S (H). Let  and 0 be two random states on H and H0,
respe tively. The tensor produ t  0 of  and 0 is the random state on H H0 de ned by
( 0 )(!) := (!) 0(!)
for any ! 2 .
To des ribe settings involving both lassi al and quantum information, it is often onvenient
to represent lassi al information as a state of a quantum system. Let X be a random variable
with range X and let H be a jXj-dimensional Hilbert spa e with orthonormal basis fjxigx2X .
The random state representation of X , denoted fX g, is the random state on H de ned by
fX g := jX ihX j, i.e., for any ! 2 ,
fX g(!) = jX (!)ihX (!)j :
In the literature, two-universality is usually de ned for families F of fun tions: A family
universal if the random fun tion F with uniform distribution over F is two-universal.
2
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F

is alled two-

Let  be a random state. For an observer whi h is ignorant of the randomness of , the density
operator of the quantum state des ribed by  is given by
X
[℄ := E[℄ = P (!)(!) :
!2

More generally, for any event E , the density operator of  onditioned on E , denoted [jE ℄, is
de ned by
X
[jE ℄ := E[jE ℄ = Pr[1E ℄ P (!)(!) :
!2E
Let  fX g be a random state onsisting of a lassi al part fX g spe i ed by a random
variable X . It is easy to see that the orresponding density operator [ fX g℄ is given by
(1)
[ fX g℄ = EX X jX ihX j
where x := [jX = x℄. In parti ular, if X is independent of , then
[ fX g℄ = [℄ [fX g℄ :
(2)
2.3 Distan e measures and non-uniformity

The variational distan e between two probability distributions P and Q over the same range X
is de ned by
1 X jP (x) Q(x)j :
Æ(P; Q) :=
2 x2X
The variational distan e between two probability distributions P and Q an be interpreted as
the probability that two random experiments des ribed by P and Q, respe tively, are di erent.
This is formalized by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let P and Q be two probability distributions. Then there exists a pair of random
variables X and X 0 with joint probability distribution PXX 0 su h that PX = P , PX 0 = Q, and

Pr[X 6= X 0 ℄ = Æ(P; Q) :
The tra e distan e between two density operators  and  on the same Hilbert spa e H is
de ned by
1
Æ(; ) := tr(j j) :
2
The tra e distan e is a metri on the set of density operators S (H). We say that  is "- lose
to  if Æ(; )  ", and denote by B"() the set of density operators whi h are "- lose to , i.e.,
B"() = f : Æ(; )  "g.
The tra e distan e is subadditive with respe t to the tensor produ t, i.e., for any ;  2 S (H)
and 0; 0 2 S (H0),
Æ( 0 ;  0 )  Æ(; ) + Æ(0 ; 0 ) ;
(3)
with equality if 0 = 0, i.e.,
Æ( 0 ;  0 ) = Æ(; ) :
(4)
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The tra e distan e between two density operators  and  an not in rease when the same
quantum operation E is applied to both  and , i.e.,
Æ(E (); E ())  Æ(; ) :
(5)
Similarly, the tra e distan e between two density operators  and  is an upper bound for
the variational distan e between the probability distributions P and Q of the out omes when
applying the same measurement to  and , respe tively, i.e.,
Æ(P; Q)  Æ(; ) :
(6)
The variational distan e an be seen as a ( lassi al) spe ial ase of the tra e distan e. Let X
and Y be random variables. Then the variational distan e between the probability distributions
of X and Y equals the tra e distan e between the orresponding density matri es [fX g℄ and
[fY g℄, i.e.,
Æ(PX ; PY ) = Æ([fX g℄; [fY g℄) :
The tra e distan e between two density operators ontaining a representation of the same
lassi al random variable X an be written as the expe tation over the values of X .
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a random variable and let  and  be random states. Then
Æ([

fX g℄; [ fX g℄) = EX [Æ(X ; X )℄
where x := [jX = x℄ and x := [ jX = x℄).
Proof. Using (1) and the orthogonality of the ve tors jxi, we have

fX g℄; [ fX g℄) = 21 tr EX (X X ) jX ihX j = 21 tr EX (X X ) jX ihX j :
The assertion then follows from the linearity of the tra e and the fa t that tr (x x) jxihxj =
trjx xj.
Æ([







h

i

In Se tion 3, we will see that a natural measure for hara terizing the se re y of a key is its
tra e distan e to a uniform distribution.
De nition 2.3. Let X be a random variable with range X and let  be a random state. The
non-uniformity of X given  is de ned by
d(X j) := Æ([fX g ℄; [fU g℄ [℄)
where U is a random variable uniformly distributed on X .
Note that d(X j) = 0 if and only if X is uniformly distributed and independent of .
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2.4 (Smooth) Renyi entropy

Let  2 S (H) be a density operator and let 2 [0; 1℄. The Renyi entropy of order of  is
de ned by
1 log tr( )
S () :=
2
1
with the onvention
S () := lim ! S () for 2 f0; 1; 1g. In parti ular, for = 0, S0 () =

log2 rank() and, for = 1, S1() = log2 max() where max() denotes the maximum
eigenvalue of . For = 1, S () is equal to the von Neumann entropy S (). Moreover, for
; 2 [0; 1℄,
 =) S ()  S () :
(7)
Note that, for a lassi al random variable X , the Renyi entropy S ([fX g℄) of the quantum representation of X orresponds to the Renyi entropy H (X ) of X as de ned in lassi al information
theory [17℄.
The de nition of Renyi entropy for density operators an be generalized to the notion of
smooth Renyi entropy as introdu ed in [16℄ for the lassi al ase.
De nition 2.4. Let  2 S (H), let 2 [0; 1℄, and let "  0. The "-smooth Renyi entropy of
order of  is de ned by


1
"
S () :=
1 log2 2Binf() tr( )
with the onvention S " () := lim ! S " () for 2 f0; 1; 1g.
In parti ular, for = 0,
S0" () = inf S0 ()
(8)
2B ()
and, for = 1,
" () = sup S ( ) :
S1
(9)
1
"

"

2B" ()

The following lemma is a dire t generalization of the orresponding lassi al statement in [16℄,
saying that, for any , the smooth Renyi entropy H " (W ) of a random variable W onsisting of
many independent and identi ally distributed pie es asymptoti ally equals its Shannon entropy
H (W ).
Lemma 2.5. Let  be a density operator. Then, for any 2 [0; 1℄,
"
n
lim lim S ( ) = S () :
"!0 n!1

3

n

Se ret keys and omposability

Cryptographi se urity de nitions are often required to be universally omposable. This means
that a ryptographi primitive (e.g., a se ret key) whi h is se ure a ording to su h a de nition
remains se ure even if it is used as a omponent in any (arbitrarily omplex) ryptographi
5

s heme. For instan e, the universal omposability of a se ret key S guarantees that any bit of
S remains se ret even if some other part of S is given to an adversary.3
In the past few years, omposable se urity has attra ted a lot of interest and lead to important
new de nitions and proofs (see, e.g., [5℄ or [15℄). Re ently, the notion of universal omposability
has been generalized to the quantum ase [13℄. Universally omposable se urity de nitions are
usually based on the idea of hara terizing the se urity of a ryptographi s heme by its distan e
to an ideal system whi h (by de nition) is perfe tly se ure.
Our se urity de nition for lassi al se ret keys with respe t to quantum me hani al adversaries follows the same lines. Informally, a key S is se ure if it is lose to a uniformly distributed
bitstring whi h is independent of any (quantum) information that an adversary might possess.
This is formalized by the notion of non-uniformity.
De nition 3.1. Let S be a random variable and let  be a random state. S is said to be an
"-se ure se ret key with respe t to  if d(S j)  ".
In parti ular, if the adversary's information is represented by a random state , the "-se urity
of a key S with respe t to  implies that the real situation [ fS g℄ where S is used as a key is
"- lose (with respe t to the tra e distan e) to an ideal situation [ fU g℄ where S is repla ed
by a perfe t key U whi h is uniformly distributed and independent of .
The universal omposability of De nition 3.1 follows dire tly from the fa t that the tra e
distan e does not in rease when appending an additional quantum system ( f. (4)) or when
applying any arbitrary quantum operation ( f. (5)): Even if the se ret key S is used in any
arbitrary ontext, the density operator des ribing the whole setting in luding the key S and the
adversary's state  does not di er by more than " from the density operator of an ideal setting
where S is repla ed by U . In parti ular, if follows from (6) and Lemma 2.1 that the real and
the ideal setting an be onsidered to be identi al with probability at least 1 ".
4

Main result

4.1 Theorem and proof

Theorem 4.1. Let Z be a random variable with range Z , let  be a random state, and let F be
a two-universal fun tion on Z with range S = f0; 1gs whi h is independent of Z and . Then

1 2 (S ([fZ g ℄) S ([℄) s) :
2
The following orollary is a onsequen e of property (7), expressions (8) and (9), and the
triangle inequality for the tra e distan e.
d(F (Z )jfF g ) 

1
2

2

0

Corollary 4.2. Let Z be a random variable with range Z , let  be a random state, let F be a
two-universal fun tion on Z with range S = f0; 1gs whi h is independent of Z and , and let
"  0. Then
1 1 "
"
d(F (Z )jfF g )  2 2 (S1 ([fZ g ℄) S0 ([℄) s) + 2" :

2

3
Note that this is not ne essarily the ase for many widely used se urity de nitions where, e.g., only the mutual
information between the key S and the out ome of an arbitrary measurement of the adversary's quantum state
is required to be small (for a formal de nition, see, e.g., [14℄ or [9℄).
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Let us rst state some te hni al lemmas to be used for the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Lemma 4.3. Let Z be a random variable with range Z , let  be a random state, and let F be
a random fun tion with domain Z whi h is independent of Z and . Then
d(F (Z )jfF g ) = EF [d(F (Z )j)℄:

Let U be a random variable uniformly distributed on Z and independent of F and .
d(F (Z )j fF g) = Æ ([(fF (Z )g ) fF g℄; [([fU g℄ ) fF g℄) ;
Now, applying Lemma 2.2 to the random states fF (Z )g  and fU g  gives the desired result,
sin e
[fF (Z )g jF = f ℄ = [ff (Z )g ℄
[fU g jF = f ℄ = [fU g℄ [℄
whi h holds be ause F is independent of Z , , and U .
The following lemmas an most easily be formalized in terms of the square of the HilbertS hmidt distan e. For two density operators  and , let
(; ) := tr ( )2  :
Moreover, for a random variable X with range X and a random state , we de ne
D(X j) := ([fX g ℄; [fU g℄ [℄)
where U is a random variable uniformly distributed on X .
Proof.

Then

Lemma 4.4. Let  and  be two density operators on H. Then

1 prank( )  (; ) :
2
Proof. The assertion follows dire tly from Lemma A.2 and the de nition of the distan e measures
Æ(; ) and (; ).
Æ(; ) 

Lemma 4.5. Let X be a random variable with range X and let  be a random state. Then

1 2  pjXj  D(X j):
2
This is an immediate onsequen e of the de nitions and Lemma 4.4.
d(X j) 

Proof.

S0 ([ ℄)
2

Lemma 4.6. Let X be a random variable with range X and let  be a random state. Then
D(X j) = tr
where x := [jX

= x℄ for x 2 X .

X

x2X

2

PX (x)2 x
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1 [℄2
jXj

!

Proof.

From (1), we have

0

D(X j) = tr 

= tr
= tr
Inserting the identity

X

x2X
X

x2X
X

x2X

PX (x)jxihxj x

PX (x)x

1 [℄2
jXj

on ludes the proof.

!2 1
A

!

!

2 [℄ X PX (x)x + 1 [℄2 :
jXj
jXj

PX (x)2 2x

[℄ =

1
jXj x2X jxihxj [℄
X

x2X

X

:

PX (x)x

x2X

Lemma 4.7. Let Z be a random variable with range Z , let  be a random state, and let F be
a two-universal fun tion on Z hosen independently of Z and . Then
EF [D(F (Z )j)℄  2

S2 ([fZ g ℄)

:

Let us de ne z := [jZ = z℄ for every z 2 Z and let S be the range of F . With
Lemma 4.6, we obtain
#!
"
X
1 tr([℄2 ) ; (10)
Pr[F (Z ) = s℄2[jF (Z ) = s℄2
EF [D(F (Z )j)℄ = tr EF
jSj

Proof.

s2S

using the linearity of the expe tation value and the tra e. Note that
X
Pr[f (Z ) = s℄  [jf (Z ) = s℄ =
PZ (z )z :
z 2f 1 (fsg)

Using this identity and rearranging the summation order, we get
X
X
Pr[f (Z ) = s℄2 [jf (Z ) = s℄2 =
PZ (z )PZ (z 0 )z z0 Æf (z);f (z0 ) ;
z;z 0 2Z

s2S

where Æx;y is the Krone ker delta whi h equals 1 if x = y and 0 otherwise. Taking the expe tation
value over the random hoi e of F then gives
"

EF

X

s2S

#

Pr[F (Z ) = s℄2[jF (Z ) = s℄2 =

Similarly, we obtain

[℄2 =

X

z;z 0 2Z

X

z;z 0 2Z

PZ (z )PZ (z 0 )z z0 Pr[F (z ) = F (z 0 )℄ :

PZ (z )PZ (z 0 )z z0 :
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Inserting this into (10), we get
EF [D(F (Z )j)℄ =

X

z;z 0 2Z

PZ (z )PZ (z 0 )



Pr[F (z) = F (z0 )℄

1  tr(z  0 ) :

jSj

z

As we assumed that F is two-universal, all summands with z 6= z0 are not larger than zero and
we are left with
X

EF [D(F (Z )j)℄ 
PZ (z )2 tr(2z ) = tr [fZ g ℄2
z 2Z

whi h on ludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Using Lemma 4.3, Lemma 4.5, and the onvexity of the square root
together with Jensen's inequality, we get
d(F (Z )jfF g ) = EF [d(F (Z )j)℄
p

EF [ D(F (Z )j)℄
 21 2
 p
 21 2
EF [D(F (Z )j)℄ :
The statement of the theorem now follows from Lemma 4.7.
s+S0 ([ ℄)
2

s+S0 ([ ℄)
2

4.2 Priva y ampli ation and se ret key distribution

Consider two distant parties whi h are onne ted by an authenti , but otherwise fully inse ure
lassi al ommuni ation hannel. Additionally, they have a ess to a ommon random string Z
about whi h an adversary has some partial information represented by the state  of a quantum
system. The two legitimate parties an apply the following priva y ampli ation proto ol to
obtain a se ure key S : One of the parties hooses an instan e of a two-universal fun tion F and
announ es his hoi e to the other party using the publi ommuni ation hannel. Then, both
parties ompute S = F (Z ). Sin e the information of the adversary after the exe ution of the
proto ol is given by  fF g, one wants the nal key S to be "-se ure with respe t to  fF g,
for some small "  0. It is an immediate onsequen e of Corollary 4.2 that this is a hieved if
the length s of the key S satis es
" ([fZ g ℄) S "([℄) 2log ( 1 ) ;
(11)
s  S1
0
2 2
"0
for "; "0  0 with 2" + "0  ".
Assume now that both the string Z as well as the adversary's state  onsist of many
independent pie es, i.e., for n 2 N , Z = (Z1 ; : : : ; Zn ) and  = 1    n where (Zi; i ) are
independent pairs with some xed joint probability distribution PZ  := PZ , and let s(n) be
the length of the key that an be extra ted from Z . Then (11) together with Lemma 2.5 implies
that the rate R := limn!1 s(nn) at whi h se ret key bits an be generated is given by
R = S ([fZ g  ℄) S ([℄) :
In parti ular, if the information  is purely lassi al, i.e.,  = fW g for some random variable
 , we obtain a rate of
W
 ) H (W ) = H (Z jW )
R = H (Z W
i i
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whi h has been shown to be optimal (see, e.g., [8℄ or [12℄).
Theorem 4.1 has an interesting impli ation for quantum key distribution. In [7℄, a general
se urity proof for quantum key distribution based on the result in [11℄ has been given whi h
implies the se urity of known proto ols su h as BB84 [2℄ or B92 [1℄. As Theorem 4.1 extends
the result of [11℄ to the ase of universally omposable se urity, it follows immediately that this
strong type of se urity also holds for the generi quantum key distribution proto ol presented
in [7℄. In parti ular, the se ret keys generated by the BB84 and the B92 proto ol are universally
omposable.
A Some identities
Lemma A.1 (S hur's inequality). Let A be a linear operator on a d-dimensional Hilbert
H and let 1 ; : : : ; d be its eigenvalues. Then

spa e

d
X
i=1

ji j2  tr(AAy ) ;

with equality if and only if A is normal (i.e., AAy = Ay A).
Proof.

See, e.g., [10℄.

Lemma A.2. Let A be a normal operator with rank r. Then
q
p
trjAj  r tr(AAy) :

Let 1; : : : ; r be the r nonzero eigenvalues of A. Sin e the square root is on ave, we
an apply Jensen's inequality leading to

Proof.

trjAj =

r
X
i=1

jij =

i=1

v

u r
uX
p
j j2  rt j j2 :

r p
X

i

i=1

i

The assertion then follows from S hur's inequality.
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